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ABSTRACT 

The distributed processing capabilities of local area networks has led to the 

development of "client-server" applications for microcomputers. Two separate 

computer programs, the client and the server, comprise the client-server system. The 

server program receives and services requests sent to it by the client program. More 

than one copy of the client program may be connected at a time to the server via the 

network with each instance of the client program operating on a separate computer. 

Two difficulties are encountered when testing such a system. First, since each client 

station is operated by one or more human-users, extensive evaluation is costly when 

several clients are operated for a substantial amount of time. A second problem is 

an inherent inaccessiblity to information about internal system states. This thesis 

presents a method for automating performance evaluations of the server component 

of the client-server software system. Two changes to the original system are required. 

First, the human-user inputs to the system are generated using probability 

distributions. Second, an additional computer program, the test monitor, is added to 

the system in order to automate the accumulation and storage of test data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Description 

1.1.1 Microcomputer Networks 

During the past decade, microcomputers have become a permanent feature 

in most work places. And, although worker productivity has increased during this 

period, thereby justifying purchases of such equipment, the cost of microcomputers 

and their support devices (e.g., printers, plotters, disk and tape drives etc.) has still 

remained substantially high. Both a desire to share equipment costs as well as a need 

for more efficient communication among computer users have contributed to the 

development of microcomputer networks. 

1.1.2 Network Software 

In addition to the computer hardware modifications which are required to 

create a physical network, fundamental changes must be made to existing computer 

programs if they are to share information across a network. Kessler makes a 

distinction among three types of software applications in a network environment: 

standalone, network aware, and network intrinsic (1988, 29). A Standalone 

application considers all peripheral equipment to be its own -- even if this equipment 

is actually available through a network. A network aware application, the second 

type of computer program, is able to detect at least some of the network facilities 
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available and has the capability to indirectly access such resources as communications 

equipment and database files. The third type of application, a network intrinsic 

program, is fully at home in a network environment. Examples of this third type of 

program include electronic mail and multiple-user document maintenance. Since this 

type of program provides access to network resources, it would be appropriate only 

for a computer network. 

1.1.3 Client-Server Configuration 

The standalone applications which have been popular for many years, such as 

wordprocessors, spreadsheets, database managers, and graphics packages are 

currently being rewritten to take advantage of microcomputer networks. Such 

modifications, however, have required some extra considerations and controls. For 

example, since shared computer resources can be accessed by only one user at a 

time, each request must be queued until it is given a turn to access a shared resource. 

When a network-intrinsic program manages network resources and performs various 

application-specific services, it is referred to as a "server." Additionally, a network-

intrinsic program which sends requests to a network server is considered a "client." 

1.1.4 Server Software Testing 

Real-time testing of network software is usually complicated and expensive. 

Several human-users must be employed to operate several client stations for an 

extensive period of time in order to conduct an effective test. Since the activity 

within the server and its message queue will most dramatically affect the overall 
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performance of a client-server system, this research will focus on the problems of 

testing and evaluating the performance of the server component of such a system. 

1.2 Objectives 

This thesis has two objectives. First, to present a general method for 

automating performance evaluations of local area network server applications. 

Second, to illustrate this method through an example implementation. 
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2. Local Area Network Topics 

2.1 LAN Characteristics 

Local area networks are an innovation of the 1980's and differ significantly 

from the commonly implemented networks of past decades. Two differences, limited 

geographical scope and distributed processing, will be briefly discussed in the 

following two sections. 

2.1.1 Local Area Versus Wide Area 

Local area networks are designed to connect microcomputers, printers, and 

other devices within single rooms or offices. When distances are not too great, 

transmission techniques and media will support connections within the same building 

or among buildings within close proximity of one another. The term "wide area 

network" denotes the coupling of computing resources on a much larger scale. These 

connections may span cities, countries, or nations. In order to transmit data over 

long distances, wide area networks utilize telephone lines and various data-switching 

technologies. In contrast, the physical connections of local area networks are typically 

made with single, direct lines of wire or cable. 

2.1.2 Distributed Processing Versus Central Processing 

Local area networks were initially developed to both interconnect independent 

computer systems and share organizational resources more efficiently. An important 
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result of this revolution has been to make tasks, not just equipment, sharable. 

LANs, therefore, provide an ideal environment for distributed processing. An 

increase in the development of "client-server" applications for LANs is evidence of 

this fact. Mainframe and mini computers are strongly based on the central processing 

paradigm. Remote terminals, which have no capability to do data processing, receive 

screen output directly from and send keyboard input directly to the central processing 

center. 

2.2 LAN Topologies 

Many physical local area network configurations are feasible — the most simple 

of which is a direct connection between two computers. As the number of stations 

increases, the possibilities for complex interconnections increases. Most LAN 

architectures have been designed and implemented during the past 15 years. Of the 

four LAN topologies discussed in this section, the bus and ring are the most 

commonly implemented topologies. All four of these topologies are illustrated in 

Figure 2-1. See Hammond (1986) and Stallings (1984) for a more detailed discussion 

of LAN topologies and data transmission techniques. 

2.2.1 Bus 

The bus architecture is named for its single transmission line structure. When 

a station is ready to transmit a data packet, it listens for a pause in network activity 

and then transmits in both directions along the bus to all other stations. As the 

message passes each network node, network address information is read from the 
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Star Bus 

Figure 2-1: Four Local Area Network Topologies 
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data packet. When the message passes the destination node, the data packet is 

copied by that station. Because simultaneous transmission is possible, provisions for 

retransmission are built into the system for example in the case of data packet 

collisions. This strategy for fault recovery is the basis for the popular Ethernet 

network. 

2.2.2 Ring 

In the ring topology, data is transmitted in a single direction around a ring. 

Messages are sent from one station to the station immediately next to it. The routing 

information in the data packet is then read and the message is retransmitted to 

another station until the packet reaches its destination. In IBM's token-ring network, 

transmission priority is given to the single station possessing the token. When that 

station finishes its transmission, it passes the token to the next station. The next 

station on the ring can then either transmit a message or pass the token to the next 

station on the ring. This method of "media access control," ensures orderly 

transmission of data on the network and reduces the number of packet collisions. 

2.2.3 Star 

In a star arrangement, all remote stations are connected directly to a central 

station or redirector. A message is sent from a source station to the central node and 

then retransmitted to the destination station according to the address information 

contained in the data packet. The star structure is the basis for a "polling" network. 

In this arrangement, remote stations "poll" (or query) the central station for a turn 
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to transmit on the network. Priority for transmission is given to stations based on 

the demand for their information as well as on general network load. 

2.2.4 Tree 

The tree topology is an extension of the bus structure and supports multiple 

branching from the main transmission line. The transmission procedure for the tree 

is similar to the one employed by the bus. Data transmission is initiated during a 

break in network activity and each message travels across the entire network. 

2.3 LAN Protocols 

2.3.1 Introduction to LAN Protocols 

A protocol, in this context, is a precise set of rules which allows computers 

connected to a local area network to communicate in a predictable way. Such 

predictability ensures that each network message will be initiated, transmitted, and 

processed without confusion or unnecessary delay. A LAN protocol couples disparate 

components and creates a functioning system. At the lowest level, transmission 

equipment broadcasts electrical signals over wires. These impulses are routed along 

a network-specific topology from the source station to the destination station. The 

point of entry and departure for electrical messages in every computer is a network 

interface card. The interface card is responsible for the bulk of the network message 

processing needed by an application. The exact type of transmission equipment and 

network interface card are important issues in a network protocol specification. LAN 
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protocols have not only naturally evolved to meet the needs of specific network 

equipment manufacturers, but they have also been proposed by standards 

organizations and large user-organizations such as the U.S. government. The two 

most prominent LAN protocols today are OSI and TCP/IP. 

2.3.2 The OST Model 

The International Standard Organization's Open Systems Interconnectivity 

Protocol, known as OSI, was proposed about one decade ago and since that time has 

gained both international and domestic acceptance as a useful model for LAN 

interconnection. Although few local area network products fully implement its 

structure, OSI's popularity has convinced many LAN industry manufacturers and 

software developers to add support for it to their products. The strength of the OSI 

model lies in its conceptually complete, modularly designed seven-layer architecture. 

A short description of each of the seven layers beginning with the "top" layer follows. 

See Figure 2-2 for a pictorial representation of the OSI model according to Madron 

(1988, 23). 

Application layer. The term "application" denotes a computer program which 

is designed to assist a computer user in completing a specific task. Network-aware 

applications interface the OSI protocol at this level. This is also the layer at which 

network messages have meaning since, in the six lower levels, messages are merely 

packages of electrical data. 

Presentation layer. This layer is responsible for the data syntax of network 

messages and it manages the translation (encryption and decryption) of data at the 
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Figure 2-2: The Open Systems Interconnection Model 
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time messages are received from or passed to the application layer. It also initiates 

requests, as needed, to establish connections among communicating network nodes. 

Session layer. The session (or connection) requests made by coordinating 

presentation layers are serviced in the session layer. This is accomplished by creating 

"virtual circuits" or in other words logical (as opposed to physical) connections among 

communicating network applications. The tasks involved in session management are 

the establishment, synchronization, and termination of connections. 

Transport layer. As network messages move down the conceptual layer 

hierarchy, additional information is added. The transport layer prepares messages 

for transportation across the network by translating their transport addresses — 

initiated in the session layer — into network addresses. Data begin and finish the 

transmission process at this point; therefore, transmission reliability is an additional 

responsibility of this layer. General flow control and error handling services are also 

managed at this point. 

Network layer. The network layer is specifically responsible for message 

routing and relaying. The network addresses provided by the transport layer are 

reviewed and routing instructions are added to the data packet before it moves 

"down" to the next layer. Since all networks vary in size and structure, this layer 

helps to insure open systems connectivity. 

Data-link layer. The data-link layer defines the media access control 

mechanism of a particular network configuration. This control mechanism regulates 

access to the common transmission medium in order to minimize collisions and 
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errors. Two common media access control mechanisms (or MAC's) are CSMA/CD 

and token passing. CSMA/CD is an acronym for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 

Collision Detection and has been principally used with bus topologies. Token passing 

is an access mechanism which manages network access by giving transmission priority 

to the "token-holding" station. It is implemented on both ring and bus topologies. 

Physical layer. The physical layer, as described by Madron (1989, 33), "defines 

the electrical and mechanical characteristics of the network." Data is transmitted 

over a network by sending and receiving electrical signals through a physical medium. 

Both the method of signal modulation and the type of physical connection determine 

how the physical network operates. The most common physical transmission media 

are twisted-pair wiring, coaxial cable, and fiber-optic cable. 

2.3.2 The TCP/IP Protocol 

The TCP/IP public domain protocol was developed by the U.S. Department 

of Defense in the late 1970's in order to provide a common frame within which to 

evaluate and purchase various proprietary network products. Today, it is commonly 

implemented on not only large central processing networks, but also as an 

interconnection standard for bridging local and wide area networks. In relationship 

to the OSI model, the TCP/IP protocol roughly corresponds to OSI layers 3-6. And, 

since TCP/IP is really two separate protocols stacked one on top of the other, each 

can be discussed individually. TCP is an acronym for Transmission Control Protocol 

and includes the tasks of the OSI presentation, session, and transport layers (although 

a multitasking operating system like Unix actually takes care of most of the 
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presentation and session tasks). Some of its more prominent tasks include message 

preparation, connection management, and address specification. The IP or Internet 

Protocol layer corresponds to the OSI third layer (network layer). Since its focus is 

internetwork routing, the Internet Protocol processes the network address and 

location information provided by the Transmission Control Protocol to relay messages 

through the network. 

2.4 LAN Programming Interfaces 

2.4.1 Programming Interfaces and LAN Protocols 

Many LAN programming interfaces are themselves considered protocols since 

they define a standard method for accessing network services. A distinction is made 

here, however, between the conceptual hierarchal protocol models described earlier 

and actual computer language functions (or routines) which provide the link between 

applications software and the physical network hardware. Some programming 

interfaces are general in nature and have been implemented on different network 

configurations. Since network application programming is an important part of the 

performance evaluation method described in this thesis, this distinction will clarify 

later discussions about the programming of software test programs. 

2.4.2 Four Popular Network Programming Interfaces 

NetBIOS. NetBIOS is a programming interface developed by IBM for its 

early local area network products. Essentially, it is a set of services that provide a 

standard interface to the hardware and software elements in a personal computer 
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network adapter card. NetBIOS roughly fits into the OSI presentation and session 

layers (layers 5 and 6) since it provides programmers with not only rules for 

organizing messages (syntax), but also procedures for establishing, maintaining, and 

terminating connections among applications. These logical connections, or sessions, 

use unique network names to identify every application that is accessing the network. 

Unique names and permanent adapter card numbers provide network address 

information for lower layers in the network. 

IPX/SPX. Another popular programming interface for PC-based LAN's is 

Novell's Internetwork Packet Exchange/Sequenced Packet Exchange (IPX/SPX). This 

proprietary programming interface is an adaptation of the public domain protocol 

XNS or Xerox Networking System. Developed by Novell Inc., IPX/SPX serves as the 

basis for its own network management software package collectively known as 

NetWare. The IPX/SPX programming interface provides high-level language 

functions for organizing and processing network messages. Session services, referred 

to by IPX/SPX as connection services, are also available. Since, many NetBIOS-

based applications also run on PC LANs, Novell provides a NetBIOS emulator with 

its own network software products. This emulator effectively translates NetBIOS 

function calls into a corresponding IPX/SPX format permitting NetBIOS applications 

to operate compatibly with IPX/SPX software. 

Unix Sockets. Currently, Unix supports alternative programming interfaces 

for TCP/IP-based networks. One of these is the Berkley Socket interface developed 

by Berkley Software Development. This interface relies on the Unix environment's 
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support for several currently executing processes. Note that support for multiple 

connections is an important specification of the TCP protocol. A socket to socket 

connection allows multiple processes to communicate over a network. Such 

communication is partially accomplished by registering and routing the network 

service requests via interprocess communication facilities within the operating system. 

AppleTalk. AppleTalk is a complete network protocol developed by Apple 

Computer Inc., in the early 1980's and is a standard feature of eveiy model of the 

Macintosh computer. This is in contrast to Personal Computers which require that 

network adapter cards be purchased and added separately. AppleTalk is a 

Macintosh-specific network protocol that provides high-level programming interface 

functions, operating system support, and internal hardware support. Michael Day 

explains that the physical-level services ~ which are provided by the LocalTalk 

protocol -- are an essential part of the built-in network interface card (1990, 55). 

AppleTalk can support many of the popular network configurations including 

Ethernet and Token-ring through special interface cards which are available through 

Apple Computer and various third party manufacturers. 
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3. Software System Model 

3.1 Overview of the Client-Server Configuration 

Figure 3-1 shows the interaction between the Client and Server Systems. Since 

both systems have individual computational capacity, they demonstrate together an 

implementation of distributed processing. In LAN industry terminology, this 

configuration is sometimes referred to as "front-end to back-end" since the client is 

visible and accessible to the human-user and the server is usually not visible to the 

human-user and is only indirectly accessible. A variable number of client stations can 

be connected to a server. The possible number of clients ranges from one to a fixed 

number determined by the server's designed capacity. Local area networks may 

employ more than one server. In this study, however, only one server is considered. 

3.2 The System Model 

Figure 3-2 displays the complete system as specified in the client-server 

configuration. Each of the six components comprising this system will next be 

discussed following the order shown in figure 3-2 (from left to right). 

3.2.1 The Human-user System 

The inputs and states of the human-user system are omitted from this model 

for simplicity. However, three human-user system outputs will be discussed. These 

outputs — which become the inputs to the client system ~ are as follows: 
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(1) Session (or network connection) initiation. 

(2) Session (or network connection) termination. 

(3) Service requests after a period of "think time." 

3.2.2 The Microcomputer Interface 

The microcomputer interface connects the human-user and client systems and 

may include a keyboard, mouse, or monitor. The keyboard and mouse accept input 

from the human-user system. This information then becomes the input to the client 

system. The monitor displays the client system's output which is also input to the 

human-user system. 

3.2.3 The Client System 

The client system consists of a message buffer or queue, an application 

routine, and a response routine. Its position in the overall system is between the 

human-user system on one side, and the network interface on the other. 

3.2.4 The LAN Interface 

The local area network interface is essentially the LAN programming interface 

as it is defined in Section 2.4. Both the client and server are software systems which 

make calls to software functions in the LAN programming interface library. Standard 

function call formats ensure that data will be consistently packaged and transmitted 

between the client and the server across the physical network. 
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3.2.5 The Local Area Network System 

Although in a strict sense a local area network is a complete system in and of 

itself — including microcomputers, transmission media, software etc. — for the 

purposes of this model, the "local area network system" will denote the physical 

transmission component of the complete client-server system. 

3.2.6 The Server System 

The server system consists of a message buffer or queue, a service routine, and 

a response routine. Its position in the client-server system is the "back end" of the 

overall system. 

3.3 Test Measurements and Required System Modifications 

3.3.1 Two Test Measurements 

Two of perhaps several possible performance measurements are considered 

in this study. The first measurement, response time, is the amount of time required 

for a message sent by the client to reach the server, be processed by the server, and 

then be transmitted back to the client. The second measurement is the utilization of 

the server. 

3.3.2 Required System Modifications 

In a client-server system, at least one human-user system operates each client 

station. One required change proposed by the performance evaluation method 

presented in this thesis is to replace all input generated by the human-user systems 
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with automatically generated input. To accomplish this, behavioral characteristics are 

specified in the test monitor program. The corresponding test parameters are then 

sent to the client programs at the beginning of each test. Within the test interface 

module in the client program, random variables are generated from specified 

probability distributions as needed during each test. The two automatically created 

client system inputs are (1) think-time and (2) request type. In order to implement 

such a behavioral generation mechanism, two fundamental modifications are required 

in the original system. These are (1) design a test monitor system and (2) design a 

test interface routine. A conceptual illustration of these changes is given in figure 3-3 

and discussed below. 

Design a Test Monitor System. The test monitor system provides a central 

control for the duration of the software tests. It is a new computer program which 

incorporates the same messaging protocols as those used within the original client-

server system. 

Design a Test Interface Routine. The test interface routine directly replaces 

the application routine of the client system. This new routine receives and interprets 

instructions from the test monitor and then translates them into equivalent activities 

normally executed by the client system's application routine. An important goal for 

those responsible for programming is to design the test interface routine in such a 

way that it can be directly inserted in the place of the main application routine with 

the least amount of disruption to the original client system design. Understandably, 
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this is a more difficult task for some application designs than for others. 

3.4 The Modified or Test System Model 

The Modified System Model is shown in Figure 3-4. Close comparison of 

figures 3-1 and 3-4 reveals only two visible differences between the original client-

server system and the modified test system. First, the test monitor replaces all 

otherwise required human-users and provides some additional control of the 

complete system. Second, a new interface, the test interface, replaces the 

microcomputer interface thus obviating the use of keyboards, mice or any other input 

devices. 
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4. Automated Performance Evaluation Method 

The four steps in the performance evaluation method presented by this thesis 

will be stated generally and concisely in the following four subsections: 

4.1 Identify and Model System Characteristics 

Identify the behavioral characteristics of the human-user system which 

determine the inputs to the client system. Some examples of these inputs are "think 

time" and service request type. 

Select and model relevant behavioral characteristics with probability 

distributions. These distributions can be determined by either gathering new data or 

by relying on previous experience with the human-user system. Many techniques for 

selecting appropriate theoretical or empirical distributions are available. See Law 

and Kelton (1991). 

4.2 Implement Test System Modifications 

Design a test monitor to complement the existing client and server programs. 

The test program should communicate with the client program via the network 

similarly to the way the client and server programs communicate. Determine which 

test monitor parameters and system control options will accomplish the objectives of 

the planned system evaluation. Implement these features in the new program and 

fully test and debug it. 
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Design a test interface routine to replace the client's application routine. If 

possible, design the test interface in such a way that it can be directly inserted in 

place of the application routine with the least amount of disruption to the original 

client system design. 

4.3 Vary Parameters and Collect Data 

Select relevant parameters for each test using the test monitor's menu. Some 

possible test parameter combinations could include think time mean, service request 

type mean, and service time mean. Some possible system load variations might 

include constant load, gradually increasing or decreasing load, or some combination 

thereof. 

Run the test for the desired length of time and save the test data and other 

results in data files. The client program should make test data available through the 

test interface at the end of each test. 

4.4 Analyze Results 

Plot the test data on graphs and summarize useful numerical results in tables. 

Organize group discussions to review the visual and numerical data 

representations. Invite all relevant client-server software system experts, designers, 

and product managers to attend these discussions and review the evaluations. 
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5. Example Implementation 

5.1 System Characteristics 

5.1.1 Hypothetical Context 

In order to illustrate the LAN server performance evaluation method outlined 

in Section 4, a hypothetical client-server software system is next presented and 

evaluated. To make this example more conceptually concrete, the reader may 

consider this software system in the context of an airline reservation center. In such 

a system, human operators answer telephone calls from potential customers who 

request information about airline flight schedules and prices. This information is 

available through a database server which is located in the same building as the 

telephone operators' client stations. 

5.1.2 The Software System 

The software system created for this example consists of a simplified database 

server application and a generic database client application. The server has the 

capacity to service requests from 10 clients and is designed to respond to six different 

request types. Each request type has a fixed service time associated with it ranging 

from 0.0 seconds for request type one to 2.5 seconds for request type six. The fact 

that these service times are measured in seconds (instead of milliseconds) effectively 

models a database environment with relatively long service times due to 
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computationally intensive searches, sorts, and queries. 

5.1.3 Hardware Environment 

This client-server software was developed and tested on an IBM 16/4 MBPS 

Token-ring local area network consisting of 12 IBM PS/2 Model 50 personal 

computers. The PS/2 Model 50 is based on the Intel 80286 CPU and operates at 10 

MHz internal clock speed. Both the client and server applications are portable to 

most PC compatibles and should run on any local area network configuration which 

supplies the IBM NetBIOS network interface software. 

5.1.4 System Behavioral Characteristics 

The two behavioral characteristics of interest in this client-server system are 

(1) length of think time in seconds and (2) the choice of service request type. The 

think time characteristic is modeled with an exponential distribution and the service 

request choice characteristic is modeled with a discrete uniform distribution. The 

selection of these two probability distributions is hypothetically justified on the basis 

of past experience and informal observation of the human-users at work in this 

system. 

5.2 System Modifications 

5.2.1 Programming Resources 

All of the programs required for this test system are written in the C 

programming language and are compilable with the Microsoft C 6.0 compiler (for the 
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MS-DOS operating system). In addition to the Microsoft run-time library functions, 

the source files utilize Plexsys's Plexlib C library which offers interface functions for 

both IBM NetBIOS and the PC video hardware. The most common Plexlib NetBIOS 

API (application programming interface) functions are listen(), call(), send(), 

receive(), and hangup(). The video graphics functions most visible in the source code 

listings in Appendices A-C are popwind(), unpopwind(), popmenu(), and delmenu(). 

The bar graph in the test monitor program uses C graphics functions from Quinn-

Curtis's Science and Engineering C library. 

5.2.2 Programming Practices 

Three distinct computer programs comprise the complete test system: 

testmon.c, server.c, and client.c. The source files are organized modularly with 

specific task-groups separated into different source modules. After compilation, the 

resulting object modules are linked together to create executable files. In addition 

to modularity, the source files are highly structured. Distinct tasks are separated into 

different functions (or routines). Include files, those with a *.h extension, are used 

to separate global definitions and data from the code. Note that all three source files 

depend on the include file testcom.h which contains common network 

communications definitions. 

5.2.3 Design of the Testmon.c Program 

Figure 5-1 shows a screen print of the test monitor screen. The monitor 

screen is partitioned into three windows, (1) the LAN Monitor Menu window, (2) the 



Figure 5-1: Screen Print of Test Monitor Program 
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Parameters and Results window, and (3) the Test Data Distribution window. Each 

of these three windows will be discussed below. 

LAN Monitor Menu window. The monitor menu has the following 8 options: 

(1) Initialize Test Parameters gives access to the test parameters 

located in the Parameters and Results window to the right. A blinking 

cursor will appear and the first four parameters listed can be changed 

by pressing the Insert key. 

(2) Begin Constant Load Test sets all data storage values to zero and 

sends the INITIALIZE message to all connected client stations. 

(3) Begin Increasing Load Test sets all data storage values to zero and 

sends the INITIALIZE message to only the first client station 

connected. One new client joins the test after the time specified by the 

"+1 Client every" test parameter has passed. 

(4) Begin Decreasing Load Test operates similarly to option (3) except 

that initially all connected stations begin the test and are subsequently 

removed one at a time according to the "+1 Client every" parameter. 

(5) Stop Test Manually is useful when the test must be terminated early 

(the default is automatic termination after the specified number of 

minutes). 

(6) Plot Test Data Distribution replots the bar graph located in the 

Test Data Distribution window. 

(7) Write Test Results to a File saves data to an ASCII text file. 
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(8) Exit Monitor terminates all network connections and exits the 

program. 

Parameters and Results window. This window displays test parameters and 

current states as well as some hardware-level system information. Of particular 

interest to this study are the following rows of information: 

(1) Think-time mean is used by the client program to generate a 

random think time. 

(2) Init. # Clients denotes the number of clients which should initially 

participate in the test (increasing and decreasing load tests only). 

(3) +1 Client every determines how many minutes should pass before 

adding (removing) a new (old) client to (from) the test (this is used in 

the increasing and decreasing load tests only). 

(4) Stop Time Cmin'l determines the automatic termination time in 

minutes. 

(5) Elapsed Sec.s displays the number of seconds elapsed since the 

beginning of a test. 

(6) Current#Clients displays the number of client stations currently 

participating in a test (this is used in the increasing and decreasing load 

tests only). 

(7) Ave. Utilization displays the average server utilization of the 

previously completed test (this statistic is not displayed in real-time). 

(8) Ave. Wait Time displays the average of the sum of all per-client 
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average response times. It is a strongly "smoothed" and aggregated 

statistic. 

Test Data Distribution window. When the "Plot Test Data Distribution" 

option is selected from the menu, this area of the screen displays a bar graph of 

average response times for all client stations participating in a test. The value plotted 

is the sum of all response times divided by the total elapsed test time. The horizontal 

axis represents the client stations (numbers 1-12) and the vertical axis gives the 

average response time in seconds. 

5.2.4 Design of the Server.c and Client.c Programs 

Neither the server nor the client program has an interesting display screen 

since both were only designed to meet the basic needs of this example 

implementation. However, some other specific program features are worth 

mentioning. 

Test interface. As specified in Section 3.3.2, a test interface routine directly 

replaces the client's application routine. Since the source listing in Appendix C 

presents the modified client system, the client's application routine is not shown. In 

its place, the test interface routine is shown indirectly through function calls inside the 

process_messages() function. 

Six service times. Constant service times of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 

seconds are specified for service requests of type one through six. For the sake of 

simplifying this example, service times were determined in advance. However, 

random service times could be included as another test parameter option in an 
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alternative test method implementation. 

Fixed Sampling Interval. Response times and utilization are sampled eveiy 

minute and recorded in a sixty-element data structure. This data is sent to the test 

monitor at the end of the test. 

5.3 Data Collection 

Twelve performance tests are defined in this section. The test time length is 

fixed at 60 minutes in all 12 tests and the two parameters, the think time mean and 

the number of clients connected to the server, vary in value. The results of these 

tests are discussed in Section 5.4. 

5.3.1 Constant Load Tests 

The four constant load tests are 

(1) 4 clients with think time mean of 6 seconds, 

(2) 4 clients with think time mean of 12 seconds, 

(3) 8 clients with think time mean of 6 seconds, 

(4) 8 clients with think time mean of 12 seconds. 

5.3.2 Increasing Load Tests 

The four increasing load tests are 

(5) 1 to 10 clients with think time mean of 6 seconds, 

(6) 1 to 10 clients with think time mean of 12 seconds, 

(7) a second, independent trial of test (5), 

(8) a second, independent trial of test (6). 
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5.3.3 Decreasing Load Tests 

The four decreasing load tests are 

(9) 10 to 1 clients with think time mean of 6 seconds, 

(10) 10 to 1 clients with think time mean of 12 seconds, 

(11) a second, independent trial of test (9), 

(12) a second, independent trial of test (10). 

5.4 Data Analysis 

The results of the twelve performance tests presented in Section 5.3 will be 

discussed in this section. 

5.4.1 Constant Load Tests 

The results for tests one through four are summarized in figures 5-2 and 5-3. 

Tests with the same number of connected clients are combined on the same chart. 

This allows each figure to show the effects of changing only the think time mean 

parameter. As might be expected, figure 5-3 shows that doubling the number of 

clients to eight significantly increases the response time when a shorter think time 

mean is specified. A perhaps not so anticipated result is the fact that with only four 

clients connected to the server, the response time does not increase noticeably when 

the think time mean is doubled (see figure 5-2). For the utilization statistic, one can 

observe that with both a think time mean of six seconds and eight clients connected 

to the server, the server utilization is essentially at its maximum (see figure 5-3). 

Note that the server utilization in this particular system has an upper bound of about 
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90% since the server has queue/buffer management and other tasks to complete 

independently of servicing client requests. 

5.4.2 Increasing Load Tests 

Figures 5-4 and 5-5, show the results for tests five through eight. In all four 

tests, the load on the system is gradually increased over time from one to ten clients. 

Each new client is added every five minutes. In the response time curves — especially 

in the six second think time mean curve ~ the variability of the system distinctly 

increases after about the fifth or sixth client is connected to the server. This behavior 

is similar to what Neuts has identified as "the coalescence of excursion" (1986, 230). 

Such erratic behavior occurs once excess capacity in a system diminishes. 

Observations about the utilization curves for these four tests are included in the 

following section. 

5.4.3 Decreasing Load Tests 

Similar to figures 5-4 and 5-5, figures 5-6 and 5-7 show test data for the system 

when its load is gradually changed over time. However, in these four tests (tests nine 

through twelve), the initial number of client connections is ten with one client being 

disconnected from the server every five minutes. Observable in both of these figures, 

though more in figure 5-6 than in figure 5-7, is a distinct stepped pattern (as opposed 

to a spiked pattern) in the utilization curve as the load on the system decreases. In 

comparing this behavior with that found in the increasing load utilization curves 

(figures 5-4 and 5-5), one might conclude that the removal of one client connection 
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has an stabilizing effect on the system leading to a flat or plateau-like pattern in the 

decreasing load utilization curves. Similarly, one might conclude that the addition of 

one client connection has a discernible destabilizing effect on the system leading to 

higher variability as seen in the spiked pattern in the increasing load utilization 

curves. 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions 

Although this method requires some design and programming effort in relation 

to the existing software, it offers at least two benefits. First, extensive testing with 

almost unlimited variations in test parameter configurations is possible for only the 

cost of implementing the software modifications and the cost of utilizing network 

resources. Second, this method might not only help to validate previously formulated 

product specifications for consumers, but it may also lead developers to unexpected 

insights which could in turn lead to better software maintenance plans and improved 

design specifications. 

6.2 Future Directions 

Three alternative implementation features might produce contrasting results 

to those obtained in Section 5. First, different probability distributions should be 

substituted for the exponential and uniform discrete distributions which were used for 

the think time mean and service request type. Second, and related to the first, 

service times might be implemented as random variables instead of as pre-selected 

service types. Third, the example database server application could be revised to 

take advantage of a multitasking operating system such as OS/2 or Unix. 



APPENDIX A - Source Code for Test Monitor Program 

* TESTCOM.H - Common include file for the TESTMON group of 
* test programs. 

inciutje files ******•**************»*«**/ 
^include <stdio.h> 
^include <stdlib.h> 
^include <graph.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
^include <bios.h> 
#include "\expecon\esllib\video.h" /* Plexlib video hardware routines */ 
^include "\expecon\esllib\netbios.h" /* Plexlib netbios routines */ 
#include "\expecon\generic\asyncxx.h" /* Quinn Curtis graphics routines */ 
#include "\expecon\generic\worlddr.h" /* */ 
#include "\expecon\generic\segraph.h" /* "" */ 
^include "\expecon\generic\hpplot.h" /* */ 

DEFINES ***•*****•****»•************/ 
/'general defines*/ 
#define TESTMON "testmon" /* constant network name */ 
^define SERVER "server" /* */ 
^define CLIENT "client? /* */ 
#define AGENTFMT "Client_%2d" /* for subject names in network fcts */ 
#define MAX_STATIONS 12 /* specific resource constraint */ 
^define MAX_TEST_TIME 65 /* maximum test length in minutes */ 
#define MAX_CUENTS 10 /* maximum number of client connections*/ 

/'network message definitions*/ 
#define INITIALIZE 1 
^define SIGNAL 2 
^define ACKNOWL 3 
^define TERMINATE 4 
^define REGISTER 5 
^define DELAY_0 100 
^define DELAY~1 101 
#defineDELAY~2 102 
^define DELAY~3 103 
^define DELAY_4 104 
#define DELAY~S 105 
^define SERVER_READY 12 
#define SERVER~RESPONSE 13 



#define INITIALIZE_TEST 14 
#define END_TEST IS 
#define SERVER_RESULTS 16 
#define CUENT_RESULTS 17 

GLOBAL VARIABLES ************************/ 
NET_NAME_STR name; /* network name to whom one sends */ 
NET_NAME_STR from; /* network name from whom one receives */ 
int station_numbers[MAX_STATIONS] ;/* array of permanent computer numbers*/ 
int LISTEN_BUFFER_SIZE; /* size in bytes of message queue */ 

/*****»****.*«*****«****.** DATA STRUCTURES *************************/ 
/* common network message data structure */ 
struct MESSAGE 

{int type; /* message types see above */ 
int station_no; /* agent number or 0 for monitor*/ 
int think_mean; /* for think-time generator */ 

int current_time; /* current test time in minutes */ 
float final_result; /* last average calculated */ 
float results[MAX_TEST_TIME]; /* data tracked over time (min.)*/ 

}mesg; /* one global copy of struct */ 

* TESTMON.C - Test monitor program for server application 
* testing. 
to*******************************************************.*********/ 

#include "testcom.h" 

yjjp'ablgj***********. *»*««*********»•*/ 

float think_mean; /* mean for think time distribution */ 
float total_of_averages; /* used to calculate overall average */ 
float ave_of_stations; /* final response time result */ 
float ave_of_server; /* final utilization result */ 
float ave_response_per_station[MAX_STATIONS] ;/* array of test results */ 
float ave_response_over_time[MAX_TEST_TIME];/* lm */ 
float response_resuits[MAX_STATIONS] [MAX_TEST_TIME] ;/* */ 
float utilization_results[MAX_TEST_TIME];/* ,m */ 
char names[MAX_STATIONS][NET_NAME_LENGTH+l];/* holds active names*/ 
int station_numbers[MAX_STAT10NS];/*holds connected client numbers*/ 
int INCREASING_LOAD_TEST; /* flag specifying current type of test*/ 
int DECREASING_LOAD_TEST; /* flag specifying current type of test*/ 
int temp_minute_counter; /* counts minutes until new client +/- */ 
int current_number_testing; /* number currently participating in test*/ 
int dummyint; /* holds integer input temporarily */ 
int number active; /* returns number of active connections */ 

long begintime; /* for elapsed seconds of test */ 
long currenttime; /* for elapsed seconds of test */ 
int elapsed_time; /* 

i m 
*/ 

int CURRENTLY_TESTING /* flag whether to print time or not */ 
int num_sent_results; '/* no. of clients which have reported */ 
int stop_time; /* no. of minutes to elapse during test */ 
int initial_clients; /* no. of clients at beginning of test */ 
int add_client_every; /* value in minutes between activation */ 
int elapsed_minutes = -1; /* elapsed minutes in current test */ 



/******************** menu/window declarations *************************/ 
WINDOW *statuswind; /* displays status messages in center of screen */ 
WINDOW *gwindl,*gwind2; /* pointers to parameter and bar_graph windows*/ 
MENU *pmenu; /* pointer to main rouu'ne menu */ 
#define MENU_LEN 8 /* max # of menu options */ 
char *monitor_menu[MENU_LEN] = { 

" Initialize Test Parameters 
" Begin Constant Load Test 
" Begin Increasing Load Test 
" Begin Decreasing Load Test 
" Stop Test Manually 
" Plot Test Data Distribution 
" Write Test Results to a File 
" Exit Monitor 

#define TOPTTTLE " LAN Monitor Menu " 
#define BOTTITLE " Select with \30,\31 and Press ENTER " 
/*Iength of data distribution */ 
#define DISTRIBUTION_WIDTH 12 

/•function prototypes*/ 
void bar_graph(void); 
void bar_graph_update(float *, char *,char *); 
void current_param(void); 
int Get_Int(int,int,int); 
int getch_blink(void); 
int getch_noblink(void); 
void blink_cursor(void); 
void initialize(void); 
int process_messages(void); 
void save_data(void); 
int check_minutes(void); 

Main Routine 

mainO 
{ 

char ch; 
int choice; 
int i j; 
int count; 
int tempint; 

/* used to switch on keyboard input */ 
/* menu selection number */ 
/* reusable counters */ 
/* to position cursor during params edit */ 
/* temporary data holder for params edit*/ 

float floatsum; /* used to calculate averages over time */ 

/*set default think time */ 
think_mean = 5.0; 
setmode(18); /* select high resolution graphics video mode*/ 
initializeO; /* set up network connections */ 
setkeywait(process_messages); /* set background process */ 
barJsraphO; /* prepare bar graph routines */ 
/* popup windows to fill rest of screen */ 
statuswind = popwind(BLUE, YELLOW, 1,15,80,17,2, BLUE, YELLOW); 
gwind2 = popwind (BLACK, YELLOW.1,1,35,14,2,BLUE1GREEN); 
wputtop(gwind2,7, " PARAMETERS and RESULTS: "); 
current_paramO» /* display current parameters */ 



/* enter menu of monitor functions */ 
pmenu = makemenu(40,l,80,14,TOPTlTLE,BOTnTLE1CYAN,WHlTE)MENU_LEN1monitor_menu); 
if (pmenu 1= NULL) 
{ choice = 0; 

while (choice 1= MENU_LEN-1) 
{ choice = popmenul(pmenu,choice); 
switch (choice) 
{ case 0 : /* initialize test parameters */ 

current_paramO; 
wputbot(gwind2,21"INS:change,ENTER:confirm,ESC:exit"); 
count = 1; 

settextposition (count+1,22); 
ch = "; 
while(chl=ESC) 
{ blink_cursorO; 

ch = getchO; 
if (ch == 0) ch = getchO; 
switch(ch) 
{ case DVWARROW: 

count++; 
if(count > 5) count = 1; 
_settextposition(count+l,22); 
break; 

case INS: 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,count); 
wcputs(gwind2," "); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,count); 
tempint = Get_Int(count+1,22,5000); 

_settextposition (coun t+1,22); 
iffcount == 1 ) 

{ think_mean = (float) tempint; 
if(think_mean > 12.0) 
{ think_mean = 12.0; 

wgotoxy(gwind2,21, count); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%.lf ",think mean); 

} 
} 

if(count == 2) 
{ initial_clients = tempint; 

if(initial_clients > MAX_CUENTS) 
{ initial_clients = MAX_CLIENTS; 

wgotoxy(gwind2,21,count); 
wprintf(gwind2,"°/oi ",initial_clients); 

} 
> 

if(count == 3 ) 
{ add_client_every = tempint; 

if(add_client_every > MAX_TEST_TIME) 
{ add_c!ient_every = MAX_TEST_TIME; 

wgotoxy(gwind2,21, count); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%i ",add_client every); 

} 
> 

iffcount == 4 ) 
{stop_time = tempint; 

if(stop_time > MAX_TEST_TIME) 
{ stop_time = MAX_TEST_TIME; 

wgotoxy(gwind2,21, count); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%i ",stop_time); 

} 
> 

if(count == 5 ) 



{ dummyint = tempint; 
if (dummyint >12) 
{ dummyint = 12; 

wgotoxy(gwind2,21,count); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%i ".dummyint); 

} 
> 
break; 

}/*end switch 0*/ 
}/*end whileO*/ 
total_of_averages = 0; /*zero this datum before next test*/ 
wputbot(gwind2,10,,n); 
break; 

case 1 : /* begin constant load test */ 
INCREASING_LOAD_TEST = FALSE; 
DECREASING_LOAD_TEST = FALSE; 
mesg.type = INITIAL1ZE_TEST; 
mesg.think_mean = think_mean; 
mesg.current_time = 0; /*later=elapsed_minutes*/ 
broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

time(&begintime); 
CURRENTLY_TESTING = TRUE; 
for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i+ +) 
{ ave_response_over_time[i] = 0.0; 

for(j=0;i<MAX_STATIONS;i++) 
response results Q][i] = 0.0; 

} 
temp_minute_counter = 0; 
elapsed_minutes = -1; 
num_sent_results = 0; 
total_of_averages = 0; 
for(j=Oy<DISTRlBUTION_WlDTHy++) ave_response_per_station[j] 
wclear(statuswind); 
break; 

case 2 : /* begin increasing load test */ 
DECREASING_LOAD_TEST = FALSE; 
INCREASING_LOAD_TEST = TRUE; 
mesg.type = INITIALIZE_TEST; 
mesg.think_mean = think_mean; 
mesg.current_time = 0; /*later=elapsed_minutes*/ 

/* new array management approach */ 
connection_status(&number_acrive,names); 
for(i=0;i<number_active;i++) 
{ gotoxy(4S,i+2); printf("no.%2d is %s",i+l,names[i]); 
} 
gotoxy(4S,i+2); 
printf(Tress the spacebar to continue"); 
/•pause while reading information*/ 
while(keypressed01=1); 
flushkeyO; 

/* send initialization data to first client and server */ 
send(SERVER,sizeof(mesg),8imesg); 
send(names(0],sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

time(&begintime); 
CURRENTLY TESTING = TRUE; 
for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i++) 
{ ave_response_over_time[i] = 0.0; 

for(j=0;i<MAX_STATIONS;i++) 
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response results[j][i] = 0.0; 
> 
current_number_testing = 1; 
/* update current parameters window */ 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,8); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%2d")current_number_tesnng); 
temp_minute_counter = 0; 
elapsed_minutes = -1; 
num_sent_results = 0; 
total_of_averages = 0; 
for(j=Oy<DISTRIBUTION_WIDTH;j++) ave_response_per_station[j] = 0; 
wclear(statuswind); 
break; 

case 3 : /* begin decreasing load test */ 
INCREASING LOADTEST = FALSE; 
DECREASING" LOAD_TEST = TRUE; 
mesg.type = INITIALIZE_TEST; 
mesg.think_mean = think_mean; 
mesg.current_time = 0; /*later=elapsed_minutes*/ 

/* new array management approach */ 
connecn*on_status(&number_active,names); 
for(i=0;i<number_active;i++) 
{ gotoxy(45,i+2); printf("no.%2d is %s",i+l,names[i]); 
} 
gotoxy(4S,i+2); 
printfCPress the spacebar to continue"); 
/•pause while reading information*/ 
whileCkeypressedO 1=1); 
flushkeyO; 

/* broadcast initialization data to server and all clients */ 
broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

timeC&begintime); 
CURRENTLY_TESTING = TRUE; 
for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i++) 
{ ave_response_over_time[i] = 0.0; 

for(j=0;i<MAX_STATIONS;i++) 
response results[j][i] = 0.0; 

} 
/* start with no clients about to be removed from test */ 
current_number_testing = 0; 
/* update current parameters window */ 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,8); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%2d''lcurrent_number_testing); 
temp_minute_counter = 0; 
elapsed_minutes = -1; 
num_sent_results = 0; 
total_of_averages = 0; 
for(j=Oy'<DISTRIBUTION_WIDTH;j++) ave_response_per_station[j] = 0; 
wclear(statuswind); 
break; 

case 4 : /* manually stop test and request results */ 
INCREASING_LOAD_TEST = FALSE; 
mesg.type = END_TEST; 
broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

CURRENTLY_TESTING = FALSE; 
break; 

case S : /* plot test data distribution */ 
wclear(statuswind); 
number_active = connection_countO-l;/*subtract server4/ 



current_paramO; 
wputtop(gwindl,27," TEST DATA DISTRIBUTION: "); 
bar_graph_update(ave_response_per_station,; 
break; 

case 6 : /* write test data to a file */ 
wdear(statuswind); 
for(i=0;i<stop_time;i++) 
{ floatsum = 0; 

for(j=0;j< MAX_STATIONS;j++) 
{ floatsum += response resultslj][i]; 
} 
if(number_active > 0) 

ave response_over time[i] = floatsum / number_active; 
} 
savedataO; 
break; 

case 7 : /* terminate all client sessions */ 
mesg.type = TERMINATE; 
broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg) ,&mesg); 

break; 
} /* end switch choice */ 

> /* end while choice */ 
} /* end if pmenu */ 

/* prepare to exit program */ 
unpop(gwindl); 
unpop(gwind2); 
setmode(3); 
hangupallO; 
exit(0); 

}/*end of mainQV 

* Prepare Network Connection 
• 

void initialized 
{ 
WINDOW *pwind; /* pointer to window data structure */ 
int stat; /* status variable */ 

/* popup message window */ 
pwind = popwind (BLACK, L1GHTGRAY, 15,10,65,12,2, BLACK, RED); 
setcursor(O); /* turn cursor off */ 
wgotoxy(pwind,12,l); 
wcputsCpwind," Preparing a LAN Session... 
net_delay(l); 
stat~= listen (TESTMON,0,MAX_STATIONS,6000); 
if (stat != 0) 
{ wclear(pwind); 

wcputs(pwind," Could not inidalize network session."); 
net_delete(TESTMON,0,&stat); 
wclear(pwind); 
beepO; 
wprintf(pwind,"Network status -> %d",stat); 
net_delay(10); 
unpop(pwind); 
exit(0); 
} 
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unpop(pwind); 

}/*end initializeOV 

/' 

* process messagesO - processes messages from all stations, 
returns station number if a message was processed 
else returns false. 

* 

* 

7 
int process messages (void) 
{ 
struct MESSAGE mesg; 
int Ien,status,!; 
NET_NAME_STR from,name; 
union REGS inregs, outregs; 
struct SREGS segregs; 

/* local copy of message structure 
/* status variables 
/* network name string variables 
/• 80286 general register variables 
/* 80286 segment register variables 

V 
*/ 
*/ 
V 
V 

if(CURRENTLY_TESTING) 
{ wgotoxy(gwind2,21,7); 

time(&currenttime); 
elapsed_time = currenttime-begintime; 
/•print elapsed seconds in Parameters and Results window*/ 
wprintf(gwind2,"%4d",elapsed_time); 

/* evaluate if time to stop the test */ 
if(check_minutesO) 
{ temp_minute_counter++; 

if(elapsed_minutes >= stop_time) 
{ mesg.type = END_TEST; 

CURRENTLY_TESTING = FALSE; 
if(INCREASING_LOAD_TEST == TRUE) 

{ INCREASING_IX)AD_fEST = FALSE; 
broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

> 
else 

if(DECREASING_LOAD_TEST == TRUE) 
{ DECREASING_LOAD_TEST = FALSE; 

/•send end of test message to single remaining client*/ 
send (names [number_ac tive-1 ] ,sizeof(mesg) ,&mesg); 

} 
else 
{/•by default then it is the constant load test*/ 

broadcast(0,sizeof(mesg),8cmesg); 
} 

}/*end of if(time to stop the test)*/ 
if((INCREASING_LQAD_TEST 11 DECREASING_LOAD_TEST) 8.8. (current_number_testing < number_active-l)) 
{ if(temp_minute_counter >= add_client_every) 
{ temp_minute_counter = 0; 

current number testing++; 
if (INCREASING lOADJTEST) 
{ mesg.type = INITIALIZE_TEST; 

mesg.think_mean = think_mean; 
mesg.current time = elapsed minutes; 

} 
else 
{ mesg.type = END TEST; 
} 
/* send message to next client */ 
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send(names[cuirent_number_testing-l],sizeof(mesg),8tmesg); 
/* update current parameters window */ 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,8); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%2d",current number_testing); 

> 
} 

}/*end change minute counter*/ 
}/*end of if(now testing)*/ 

/* 
* receive message, process it if its of the proper size 
*/ 

if((status = receive(sizeof(mesg),&mesg,&len,from)) ==0) 
{ sprintf(name,AGENTFMT,mesg.station_no); 

switch (mesg.type) 
{ case CUENT_RESULTS: 

num_sent_resul ts++; 
wgotoxy (s tatuswind, 1,1); 
wprintf(statuswind,"%2d clients have reported their test results.",num_sent_results); 
sprintf(name,AGENTFMT,mesg.station_no); 
for(i=0;i<stop_time;i++) 
response_results[mesg.station_no-l][i] = mesg.resuits[i]; 
ave_response_per_station[mesg^tation_no-l] = mesg.final_result; 
break; 

case SERVER_RESULTS: 
for(i=0;i<stop_time;i++) utilization_results[i]=mesg.results[i]; 
ave_of_server = mesg.final_result; 
break; 

}/*end switch 0*/ 
return (mesg.station_no); 

}/*end ifO*/ 
return (FALSE); 

} /* end of process_messagesO */ 

* bar_graph_updateO = updates bar graph with data 
* _ 

void bar_graph update(float *ydata, char *ylabell, char *ylabe!2) 
{ 
int i; /* counter variable */ 
int yrange; /* vertical range */ 
float ymax=0; /* vertical maximum */ 
float static xdata[]={0,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,ll};/* horizontal label */ 

ClearGraphO; /* clear bar graph display area */ 

/* find the maximum of the ydata in order to scale the y-axis */ 
for(i=0;i<DISTRIBUTION_WIDTH;i++) 
{ ymax = (float)max((*(ydata+i)),ymax); 
> 
yrange = (int) (ymax/10.0); 
if(yrange<l) yrange=l; 
if(ymax<l) ymax=l; 



SetCurrentWindow(l); 
ClearWindowO; 
ScalePlotArea(0.0,0.0,DISTRIBUTION_WIDTH,ymax); 
DrawXAxis(l,0); 
DrawYAxis(yrange,0); 
LabelXAxis(l.O); 
LabelYAxis(2,0); 
BargraphData(xdata,ydata,DISTRJBUTIONWIDTH,.75, GREEN,1); 

} /* end of bar_graph_updateO function */ 

* current_paramO - displays current parameters 
# 

void current_paramO 
{ 

char stat_string[20]; /* space for rewriting integers as strings */ 
int i; /* counter variable */ 

for(i=0;i<DISTRlBUT10N_WIDTH;i+ +) 
total_of_averages = total_of_averages + ave_response_per_station[i]; 

number_active = connection_countO-l;/*subtract the server*/ 
if(number_active>0) ave_of_stations = total_of_averages/number_active; 

windfg(gwind2,CYAN); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,1); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Think-time Mean:"); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,3,2); 
wcput5(gwind2,"Init. # Clients:"); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,3,3); 
wcputs(gwind2,"+l Client every:"); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,3,4); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Stop Time (min):"); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,3,S); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Option :"); 

/*a space between parameters and results*/ 
wgotoxy(gwind2,3,7); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Elapsed Sec.s :"); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,8); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Current#Ciients:"); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,9); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Ave utilization:''); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,10); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Ave. wait time :"); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,l 1); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Free Heap :"); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,3,12); 
wcputs(gwind2,"Free Stack :"); 

windfg(gwind2,RED); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,1); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%.lf,think_mean); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,2); 
wprintf (gwind2,"%dV*initial_clients */l); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,3); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%d",add_client_evety); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,4); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%d",stop_time); 



wgotoxy (gwind2,21,5); 
wprintf(gwind2,"%d",0); 

/* note: elapsed seconds, printed on line 7 is printed from within 
process_messagesO */ 
/* current number testing is updated on line 8 in process messagesO */ 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,9); 
wprintf (gvvind2,"%.3r,ave_of_server); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,10); 
wprintf (gwind2,"%.3f',ave_of_stations); 
wgotoxy (gwind2,21,11) ; 
wprintf(gwind2,"%u",_memavI0); 
wgotoxy(gwind2,21,12); 
wprintf (gwind2,"%u",stackavail0); 

} /* end of current_paramO */ 

* 

* bar_graphO - displays a bar graph of data for up to 12 stations 
* 

void bar_graphO 
{ 

/*print station numbers as the x-axis labels along bottom horizontal of graph*/ 
InitSEGraphics(8); 
gwindl = makewind(9,YELLOW,2,18,79,30l2,BLUE,GREEN); 
wputtop(gwindl,26, " TEST DATA DISTRIBUTION: "); 

SetPercentWindow(0.03,0.60,0.97,0.97,1); 
SetWin2PlotRatio(4,0.15,0.1,0.05,0.1); 
SetCurrentWindow(l); 
setlinestyIeXX(0,0,1); 
SetAxesType(O.O); 
ScalePlotArea(0.0,0.0, DlSTRIBUTION_WlDTH,200.0); 
SetXYIntercepcs(0.0,0.0); 

} /* end of bar_graph0 */ 

* Write session data to ASCII text file 

void save_dataO 
{ 
FILE *fp; 
char fname[20],*pname; 
char tempchar; 
char temp_string[30]; 
char stringBuffer[60]; 
int i J.k.l; 

/* file pointer V 
/* for file output variable names */ 
/* for displaying invest, flag character */ 
/* for recording time and date info */ 

tm * / 

/* reusable counters */ 

wcputs(statuswind," Enter Output Data file Name (with a .dat extension) :"); 
fname[0] = 18; 
windfgCstatuswind,WHITE); 
pname = wcgets(statuswind,fname); 
if (strlen(pname) == strcspn(pname,".")) strcat(pname,".dat"); 



if ((fp = fopen(pname,"w")) 1= NULL) 
{ wprintfCstaniswind," Saving data to the file: %s",pname); 

/* save date and time information */ 
/•first, record subject personal info and profit*/ 
fprimfCfp," LOCAL AREA NETWORK SERVER TEST RESULTS \n"); 
fj>rintf(fi>,"\n"); 
_strdate(stringBuffer); 
sprintf(temp_string,"Test Date: %s",stringBuffer); 
fprintfCfp," %s\n",temp_string); 
_strtime(stringBuffer); 
sprintf(temp_string,Test Time: %s",stringBuffer); 
fprintfCfp," %s\n",temp_string); 
fprintf(f{)," Think Mean (sec^) : %.2f\n",think_mean); 
fprintfCfp," Current No. clients : %2d\n",number_active); 
fprintf(fj)," Elapsed seconds : %4dSn",eIapsed_time); 
fprintfCfp," Ave. Secs/Mesg. : %.3f\n",ave_of_stations); 
fprintfCfp," Ave. Utilization : %.3f\n",ave_of_server); 
fprintfCfp, "\n"); 
fprintf(fp,"Min AvUt AvRT cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 clO ell cl2\n"); 
fprintf(f^,"| |\n"); 
for(i=0;i<stop_time;i++) 

fprintfCfp,"%2d %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f\n", 
i+1 ,utiliza tion_results [i] ,ave_response_over_time [i], 
response_results[0] [i],response_results[l] [i], 
response_results[2] [i],response_results[3] [i], 
response_results[4] [i],response_results[S] [i], 
response_results[6] [i],response_results[7] [i], 
response_results[8] [i],response_results[9] [i], 
response_results[10] [i],response_results[ll] [i]); 

fclose(fp); 
net_delay(l)i/*enough time to see window message before it unpops*/ 
wclear(statuswind); 

} 
else 

{ 
wclear(statuswind); 
wprintf(statuswind," Couldn't open or write to the file %s",pname); 
net_delayC2); 
wclearCstatuswind); 
} 

}/*save_dataQV 

blink_cursorO - for graphics mode cursor emulation. 
Written by C. Jonathan Kent. 

void blink_cursorO 
{ int CuiTogl = 0; 

long StartTime, CurTime; 
int TickCnt; 

_bios_timeofday ( _TIME_GETCLOCK, &StartTime ); 

while C Ikbhit C) ) 
{ _bios_n'meofday C _TIME_GETCLOCK, &CurTime); 

TickCnt = ( Cint)CurTime - (inOStartTime) % 6; 



if( CutTogl && TickCnt > = 4 ) 
{ _dispIaycursor(_GCURSOROKF); 

CutTogl = 0; 
} 
else if ( ICuiTogl && TickCnt < 4 ) 

{ _displaycursor(_GCURSORON); 
CurTogl = 1; 

} 

if ( CutTogl) 
_displaycursor(_GCURSOROFF); 

}/*end of blink_cursorOV 

getch_blinkO - for graphics mode cursor emulation 
Written by C. Jonathan Kent. 

intgetch blinkO 
{ 

blink_cursor0; 
return(getch 0); 

}/*end of getch_blinkQV 

* 

* getch_noblinkO - for graphics mode cursor emulation 
* Written by C. Jonathan Kent. 
* 

int getch_noblinkO 
{ 

int c; 

_disp!aycursor(_GCURSORON); 
c = getchO; 
_displaycursor(_GCURSOROFF); 
returnC c); 

}/*end of getch_noblinkO*/ 

* Get_IntO - query user for input while emulating cursor in graphics 
* mode. Written by C. Jonathan Kent. 

int Get_Int ( int gprow, int gpcol, int lim) 
{ int curcol = gpcol; 

char buf[ 16 ]; 
char *cp = buf; 
int c; 



int charcnt = 0; 

_settextposition ( gprow, curcol ); 

while ( ( c = (charcnt<lim) ? getch_blinkO : getch_noblinkO ) 1= ENTER &8t 
( c 1= ESC ) ) 

{ if ( c == BACKSPACE && cp > buf ) 
{ _settextposition ( gprow, -curcol ); 

_outtext (""); 
_settextposition (gprow, curcol); 

-•cp; 
-charcnt; 

} 
else if ( isascii ( c ) &8t isdigit ( c ) && charcnt < lim) 
{ _outtext ( (char *)8tc ); // Intel byte order works 

*cp++ = c; 
++curcoI; 
++charcnt; 

} 
else 
{ 
beepO; 
> 

} 
*cp = "SO*; 

if(c == ESC) 
{ 
return (-2) ; 
} 

else if(c == ENTER && charcnt = = 0) 
{ 
return (-1); 
} 

else 
{ 
return ( atoi ( buf) ); 
} 

}/*end of Get_IntQ */ 

check_minutesO - for timing test and data storage 

int check minutes(void) 
{ 

static int previous_minutes; 
int minutes; 
union REGS inregs, outregs; 

/* non-automatic minute counter */ 
/* current time in minutes */ 
/* 80286 register variables */ 

/* setup DOS interupt to obtain system time */ 
inregs.h.ah = 0x2C; 
intdos (Stinregs, &outregs); 
minutes = outregs.h.cl; 

/* evaluate if change in no. of minutes */ 
if(minutes 1= previous_minutes) 
{ previous_minutes = minutes; 

elapsed_minutes++; 
if(elapsed_minutes >= 1) return TRUE; 



} 
else 

return FALSE; 

}/*end of check_minutes 0 */ 

* setmodeO = Sets video mode. Since all default modes are 
* text modes, the mode must be set before using 
* graphics. See R.T. Stevens, p.HS. 

setmode(int mode) 
{ 
union REGS reg; /* register variables */ 

reg.h.ah = 0; 
reg.h.al = mode; 
int86 (0x10, &reg, &reg); 



APPENDIX B - Source Code for Server Program 

* SERVER.C - A generic server application for use with the 
* TESTMON group of test programs. 

#include "testcom.h" 
#include "gtimer.h" 

/* DEFINES */ 
#define MMENU_LEN 2 /* defines for monitor menu V 
#define ACTIVE_MENLEN 2 /* active length of main menu */ 
#definc ERRORjnME S /* delay time for errors */ 
#define NET_RETRY 5 /* used in setting up network session */ 

/* GLOBAL VARIABLES*/ 
WINDOW *statuswind; /* pointer to statuswind data structure */ 
int elapsed_minutes = -1; /* counter for total test time */ 
int total_elapsed_time; /* counts total seconds elapsed in test */ 
long begintime; /* used by timer routines */ 
long currenttime; /* used by timer routines */ 
float total_service_time; /* total time spent servicing requests */ 
float current_service_time; /* current service time elapsed */ 
float flnal_utilization; /* final metric sent to test monitor */ 
float ave_utiIization[MAX_TEST_TIMEiy* array to hold test results */ 

/* MENU DEFINITIONS */ 
char *tnonitor_menu[MMENU_LEN] = { 

" Default 
EXIT Monitor 

/• FUNCTION PROTOTYPES */ 
void initialization(void); 
int process_messages(void); 
void call_client(int); 
int check_minutes(void); 
void timer(float); 

* 

* Main Routine 

mainO 
{ 
MENU *pmenu; 
WINDOW *headerwind; 
int choice; 

/* pointer to menu data structure */ 
/* pointer to window data structure */ 
/* selection number from menu */ 



clearscrO; /* clear video display */ 
InitTimerO; /* initialize the timing chip */ 
initializationQ; /* initial network connections */ 

headerwind = popwind(CYAN,BLUE,l,1,80,3,1,CYAN,BLUE); 
wgotoxy(headerwind,9,1); 
wcputs(headerwind,"The Economic Science Laboratory @ The University of Arizona"); 
statuswind = popwind(BLUE,WHITE,l,15,80,25,2,BLUE1WHITE); 

/* set background process */ 
setkeywait(process_messages); 

/* enter main menu loop */ 
pmenu = makemenu(20,11,60,14," Generic Server Menu " Select with \030 \031, Press ENTER", 

WHITE,BLUE,MMENU_LEN,monitor_menu); 
iffpmenu 1= NULL) 
{ choice = 0; 

while(choice 1= ACTIVE_MENLEN-1) 
{ choice = popmenulCpmenu,choice); 

switch(choice) 
{ case 0 : /* dummy option */ 

break; 
case 11 : /* exit program */ 

break; 
} /* end switch choice */ 

} /* end while choice */ 
} /* end if pmenu */ 

/* prepare to exit program */ 
delmenu (pmenu); 
if(headerwind!=NULL) unpop(headerwind); 
unpop(statuswind); 
clearscrO; 
hangupallO; 
setcuisor(l); 

}/*end of main function*/ 

* initialization 0 - Prepare Network Connection 
* 

void initializationO 
{ 
WINDOW *pwind; /* pointer to window data structure */ 
int stat,net_try; /* misc. status variables */ 

/* display message window */ 
pwind = popwind (BLACK.UGHTGRAY, 15,10,65,12,2,BLACK,REO); 
setcursor(O); 
wgotoxy (pwind, 12,1); 
wcputs(pwind," Preparing a LAN Session..."); 
net_delay(l); 
stat = lis ten(SERVER,OlMAX_STATIONS,6000); 
if (stat 1= 0) 
{ wclear(pwind); 

wcputsCpwind," Could not initialize network session."); 
net_delete(TESTMON,0,&stat); 
wclear (pwind); 



beepO; 
wprintf(pwind,"Network status -> %d",stat); 
net_delay(10); 
unpop(pwind); 
exit(O); 

> 

net_try = 0; 
stat = -1; /* set to zero for debug, normally -1 */ 
wclear(pwind); 
wcputs(pwind," Calling The Testmon..."); 
while(net_try < NET_RETRY && stat 1= 0) 
{ stat = call(TESTMON); 

if (stat 1= 0) 
{ wclear(pwind); 

wputs(pwind," The Testmon did not respond."); 
net_delay(3); 
net_try++; 

} /* end of if */ 
} /* end of while */ 

unpop(pwind); 

}/*end initializationOV 

process_messagesO - processes messages from all stations. 
Returns station number if a message was processed 
else returns false. 

int process messages(void) 
{ 

struct MESSAGE mesg; /* local copy of message structure */ 
int len,status,!; /* various status flags and vars. */ 
NET_NAME_STR from,name; /* network name string variables */ 

/* evaluate if it is time to store utilization statistics */ 
if(check_minutesO) 
{ /* divide by sixty seconds which equals one minute */ 

ave_udlization[elapsed_minutes-l] = current_service_time / 60.0; 
current_service_time = 0; 

} 

/* 

* receive message, process it if its of the proper size 
V 

if((status = receive(sizeof(mesg),8tmesg,8den,from)) ==0) 
{ sprintf(name,AGENTFMT,mesg.station_no); 

/•print some current status data to window*/ 
wgotoxy (statuswind, 1,2); 
wprintf(statuswind,"client number = %2d",mesg.station_no); 
wgotoxy(statuswind,l,3); 
wprintf(statuswind,"message type = %2i",mesg.type); 

switch (mesg.type) 
{ case 1N1TIALIZE_TEST: 

/* zero all relevant variables */ 
total_service_time = 0; 
current service time = 0: 



elapsed_minutes = -1; 
wclear(statuswind); 
time(&begintime); 
break; 

case END_TEST: 
/*load final test results and then send them*/ 

/* calculate current and total time in integral values of seconds */ 
timeC&currcnttime); 
total_elapsed_time = currenttime-begintime; 
final_utilization = total_service_time / total_elapsed_time; 
for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i++) mesg.results[i] = ave_utilizadon[i]; 
mesg.final_result = final_utilization; 
mesg^tationno = 0; 

mesg.type = SERVER_RESULTS; 
send(TESTMON,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 
break; 

case DELAY O: 
call_client(mesg.station_no); 
break; 

case DELAYl: 
timer (0.5); 
total_service_dme += 0.5; 
current_service_dme += 0.5; 
call_dient(mesg.station_no); 
break; 

case DELAY_2: 
dmer(l.O); 
total_service_time += 1.0; 
currentservicedme += 1.0; 
call_client(mesg.stadon_no); 
break; 

case DELAY 3: 
dmer(1.5); 
total_service_dme += 1.5; 
current_service_dme += 1.5; 
call_client(mesg.stadon_no); 
break; 

case DELAY_4: 
timer(2.of; 
total_service_dme += 2.0; 
cutrent_service_time += 2.0; 
call_client(mesg^tation_no); 
break; 

case DELAY_5: 
dmer(2.5); 
total_service_dme += 2.5; 
currentservicedme += 2.5; 
call_cIient(mesg.station_no); 
break; 

}/*end switchOV 
return (mesg.station_no); 

}/*end ifO*/ 
return (FALSE); 

} /* end of process_messages0 */ 

* 

* call_client0 - prepare and send response to client request 



void call client(int stadon_no) 
{ 

struct MESSAGE mesg; /* local copy of message structure */ 
sprintf(name,AGENTFMT,station_no); 
mesg.type = SERVER_RESPONSE; 
send(name,sizeof(mesg),&mesg); 

}/*end of call_clientO*/ 

* check_minutesO - for timing test and data storage 
* 

int check minutes(void) 
{ 

static int previous_minutes; /* non-automatic minute counter */ 
int minutes; /* current minutes */ 
union REGS inregs, outregs; /* 80286 register variables */ 

/* setup DOS interupt to obtain system time */ 
inregs.h.ah = 0x2C; 
intdos (Scinregs, &outregs); 
minutes = outregs.h.cl; 

/* evaluate if change in no. of minutes */ 
if(minutes 1= previous_minutes) 
{ previous_minutes = minutes; 

elapsed_minutcs+ +; 
if(elapsed_minutes >= 1) return TRUE; 

} 
else 

return FALSE; 

>/*end of check_minutesOV 

* timerO - delays the specified number of non-integral value 
* seconds. 
* 

void dmer(fIoat wait_dme) 
{ double elapsed time; /* current time */ 

unsigned long start,finish; /* start and stop times */ 

elapsed_time = 0; 
start — 0; 
finish = 0; 
start = GTimerO; 
while(elapsed_time < wait_time) 
{finish = GTimerO; /* stop the timer */ 

elapsed_time = Clks2ms(finish-start)/1000.0;/*calc elapsed seconds */ 
wgotoxy(statuswind,l,l); 
wprintf(statuswind,"elapsed service time = elapsed time); 
} 

}/*end timerO*/ 



APPENDIX C - Source Code for Client Program 

* CLIENT.C - Client test program for the TESTMON group of 
* test programs. 

/* INCLUDE STATEMENTS */ 
#include "testcom.h" 
#include "gtimer.h" 
#include <math.h> 

/* DEFINE STATEMENTS */ 
#define ERROR_TIME 5 /* delay time for errors */ 
#define NET_RETRY 5 /* used in setting up network session */ 
#define STATION "ctWstation.dat"/* used to obtain subject/terminal no.*/ 

/* GLOBAL VARIABLES*/ 
WINDOW *idwind; /* pointer to idwind data structure */ 

/* mean of think-time distribution */ 
/* flag whether to print time or not */ 
/* individual's subject number */ 
/* total mesgs. between client and server*/ 
/* current mesgs. between client and server*/ 

float mean; 
int CURRENTLY_TESTING; 
int station_no; 
int total_messages; 
int current_messages; 
long total_elapsed_hundredths; /* time variables 
double average_messages; 
unsigned long tstart; 
unsigned long tfinish; 
double elapsed_sec; 
double total_elapsed_sec; 
double current_elapsed_sec; 
int elapsed_minutes = -1; 

/* for response time code (gtimer.asm) */ 
/* for response time code (gtimer.asm) */ 
/* response time between client and server */ 
/* sum of all elapsed_sec measures */ 
/* sum of all elapsed_sec measures */ 
/* index for final results array */ 

float ave_response_time[MAX_TEST_TIME]y*the final results array */ 

/* FUNCTION PROTOTYPES */ 
void initiaIize(void); 
int process_messages(void); 
void caIl_server(void); 
void read_stadon_dat(void); 
void get_station_num(void); 
int check_minutes(void); 
void timer(float); 

/* RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR DEFINITIONS */ 
/* Define constants */ 
#define MODLUS 2147483647 
#define MULT1 24112 
#define MULT2 26143 



/* function prototypes */ 
float randl(int stream); 
int uniformi(int a, int b, int stream); 
float uniformf(float a, float b, int stream); 
float expon(float mean, int stream); 

/* Set the default seeds for all 100 streams. */ 
static long zmg[] = 
{ 0, 
1973272912,281629770, 20006270,1280689831,2096730329,1933576050, 
913566091, 246780520,1363774876, 604901985,1511192140,1259851944, 
824064364, 150493284, 242708531, 75253171,1964472944,1202299975, 
233217322,1911216000, 726370533, 403498145, 993232223,1103205531, 
762430696,1922803170,1385516923, 76271663, 413682397, 726466604, 
336157058,1432650381,1120463904, 595778810, 877722890,1046574445, 
68911991,2088367019, 748545416, 622401386,2122378830, 640690903, 

1774806513,2132545692,2079249579, 78130110, 852776735,1187867272, 
1351423507,1645973084,1997049139, 922510944,2045512870, 898585771, 
243649545,1004818771, 773686062, 403188473, 372279877,1901633463, 
498067494,2087759558, 493157915, 597104727,1530940798,1814496276, 
536444882,1663153658, 855503735, 67784357,1432404475, 619691088, 
119025595, 880802310, 176192644,1116780070, 277854671,1366580350, 

1142483975,2026948561,1053920743, 786262391,1792203830,1494667770, 
1923011392,1433700034,1244184613,1147297105, 539712780,1545929719, 
190641742,1645390429, 264907697, 620389253,1502074852, 927711160, 
364849192,2049576050, 638580085, 547070247 }; 

* Main Routine 
* 

mainO 
{ 
WINDOW *headerwind; /* pointer to header window structure */ 

/* setup video and hardware environment */ 
clearscrO; /* clear the video display */ 
read_station_dat0; /* read station number from hidden file*/ 
InitTimerO; /* initialize the timing chip */ 
initialized; /* initialize the network session */ 
setcursor(O); /* remove cursor from video display */ 

/* popup header window */ 
headerwind = popwind(CYAN,BLUE,1,1,80,3,1,CYAN,BLUE); 
wgotoxy (headerwind,9,1); 
wcputs(headerwind,"The Economic Science Laboratory @ The University of Arizona"); 

/* popup identification/internal data display window */ 
idwind = popwind(BLUE,WHITE,l,7,80,20,2,BLUE,WHITE); 
wputtop(idwind,20," Client Test Program "); 
wputbot(idwind,8,"Press Control Break to Manually Terminate "); 
wgotoxy(idwind,l,l); 
wprintf(idwind,"Station number = %2d\n",station_no); 
wprintf(idwind,"Station name is %s\n",name); 

/* set background process (i.e., network message processing) */ 
setkeywait(process_messages); 
waitkeyO; 

/* free pointers and terminate network connections */ 



unpop(headerwind); 
unpop(idwind); 
clearscrO; 
hangupallO; 
setcursor(l); 

}/*end mainOV 

* initializeO - setup network connections, add name to nametable 
* and setup a receive buffer 

void initializeO 
{ 

WINDOW *pwind; /*Iocal window */ 
int stat,net_tiy; /* status variables */ 

/* setup connections */ 
setcursor(O); 
pwind = popwind(CYAN, RED, 10,11,70,13,1, CYAN, UGHTGRAY); 
wclear(pwind); 
wgotoxy (pwind, 10,1); 
wcputs(pwind,"Initializing the Network Connection..."); 
net_try = 0; 
stat = -1; 
while(net_try < NET_RETRY && stat != 0) 
{ stat = Iisten(name,0,MAX_STATIONS,2000); 

if (stat 1= 0) 
{ wclear (pwind); 

wputs(pwind," Could not initialize network session"); 
net_delay (ERROR_TIME); 
wprintf(pwind,"Network status -> %d Attempt #%d",stat,net_try+l); 
net_delay (ERROR_TIME); 
net_tiy++; 
hangupallO; 

} /* end of if */ 
} /* end of while */ 

if(stat 1= 0) 
{ hangupallO; 

unpop(pwind); 
} 

net_try = 0; 
stat = -1; /* set to zero for debug, normally -1 */ 
wclear(pwind); 
wcputs(pwind," Calling The Testmon..."); 
while(net_tiy < NET_RETRY &8t stat 1= 0) 
{ stat = call(TESTMON); 

if (stat 1= 0) 
{ wclear (pwind); 

wputs(pwind," The Testmon did not respond."); 
wprintf(pwind,"Name: %s Num: %d Stat: %d",name,station_no,stat); 
net_delay(3); 
net_tiy++; 

} /* end of if */ 
} /* end of while */ 



netjiy = 0; 
scat = -1; /* set to zero for debug, normally -1 */ 
wcl ear (p wind); 
wqiutsCpwind," Calling The Server..."); 
while(net_try < NET_RETRY && stat 1= 0) 
{ stat = call(SERVER); 

if (stat 1= 0) 
{ wclear(pwind); 

wputs(pwind," The Server did not respond."); 
wprintf(pwind,"Name: %s Num: %d Stat: %d",name,station_no1stat); 
net_delay(3); 
net_try++; 

} /* end of if */ 
} /* end of while */ 

unpop(pwind); 

} /* end initializeO */ 

* process_messagesO - processes network messages. 
* 

int process_messages (void) 
{ 
struct MESSAGE mesg; /* local copy of message structure */ 
int ien,status,i; /* counter and status variables */ 

/* evaluate if it is time to store wait-time statistics */ 
if(CURRENTLY_TESTING && check minutesO && (total_messagesl=0)) 
{ if(cument_messages != 0) 

{ ave response time[elapsed_minutes-l]=(current_elapsed sec/current messages); 
} 
else 
{ beep0;beep0;beep0; /* a warning to the person monitoring the test */ 
} 
current_elapsed_sec = 0; 
current_messages = 0; 

} 

/* 
* receive message, process it if its of the proper size 
*/ 

if((status = receive(sizeof(mesg),&mesg,8Jen,from)) == 0) 
{ 

switch (mesg.type) • 
{ case INITIAUZE_TEST: 

/* unload test parameters */ 
mean = mesg.think_mean; 
elapsed_minutes = mesg.current_time-l; 
/* zero counting variables and set flag */ 

CURRENTLY_TESTING = TRUE; 
wclear(idwind); 
wgotoxy(idwind,l,l); 
wprintf(idwind,"Station number = %2d\n",station_no); 
wgotoxy (id wind, 1,3); 
wprintf(idwind,Test is currently in Progress\n"); 
totalmessages = 0; 
total_elapsed_sec = 0; 



current_raessages = 0; 
current_elapsed_sec = 0; 
tstart = 0; 
tfinish =0; 

for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i++) ave_response_time[i] = 0.0; 
call_serverO; 
break; 

case SERVER_RESPONSE: 
tfinish = GTimerO; /* stop the timer */ 
total_messages++; 
cument_messages++; 
elapsed_sec = Clks2ms(tfinish-tstart)/1000.00; /*calc elapsed seconds*/ 
total_elapsed_sec + = elapsed_sec; /* update the elapsed total */ 
current_elapsed_sec += elapsed_sec; /* update the elapsed current*/ 
average_messages = (total_e!apsed_sec/total_messages); 
/* output statements to test transmission values */ 

wgotoxy (id wind, 1,4); 
wprintf(idwind,"message number = %4d\n",total_messages); 

wgotoxy(idwind,l,5); 
wprintf(idwind,"most recent wait time = %f\n",elapsed_sec); 

wgotoxy (idwind, 1,6); 
wprintf(idwind,"average seconds / message = %f',average_messages); 

if(CURHENTLY_TESTING) call_server0; 
break; 

case END_TEST: 
/•calculate final test results before sending them*/ 

CURRENTLY_TESTING = FALSE; 
wgotoxy (id wind, 1,3); 
wprintf(idwind,"The test has finished \n"); 

for(i=0;i<MAX_TEST_TIME;i++) mesg.resultsfi] = ave_response_time[i]; 
if(total_messages 1= 0) 

average_messages = (total_elapsed_sec/total_messages); 
mesg.final_result = average_messages; 
mesg.stan'on_no = starion_no; 

mesg.type = CLIENT_RESULTS; 
send(TESTMON,sizeof(mesg) ,8onesg); 
break; 

case TERMINATE: 
clearscrO; 
setcursor(l); 
hangupallO; 
exit(0); 
break; 

}/*end switchOV 
return (mesg.station_no); 

}/*end ifO*/ 

return (FALSE); 

} /* end process_messages0 */ 

/ '  

* ca!l_serverQ - prepare and send request to server 
* 

V 
void call server(void) 
{ 

struct MESSAGE mesg; 
int request_number; 
float deviate; 

/* local copy of message structure */ 
/* output of uniform random generator */ 
/* output of random generator */ 



static int idum; /* static to change the seed every call */ 

/* calculate which request will be sent to the server which 
represents service time*/ 
request_number = uniformi(0,5,station_no); 
wgotoxy(idwind, 1,7); 
wprintf(idwind,"service type number = %d",request_number); 

switch(request_number) 
{ case 0: 

mesg.type = DELAY_0; 
break; 

case 1: 
mesg.type = DELAY_1; 
break; 

case 2: 
mesg.type = DELAY_2; 
break; 

case 3: 
mesg.type = DELAY_3; 
break; 

case 4: 
mesg.type = DELAY_4; 
break; 

case 5; 
mesg.type = DELAY_S; 
break; 

default: 
printfCerror in switch(request_number): incorrect mesg.type calculated\n"); 
hangupallO; 
exit(l); 
break; 

}/*end of switch (request number)*/ 

/* calculate the time until the next request is sent to the server 
or "think time". Then delay before sending next request to the server */ 

deviate = expon(mean,station_no+12); 
wgotoxy (id wind, 1,8); 
wprintf(idwind,"random think time = %F,deviate); 
mesg.station_no = station_no; 
if(deviate < 0) deviate = 0; 
timer(deviate); /* wait certain time before sending */ 
tstart = GTimerO; /* start the timer */ 
send(SGRVER,sizeof(mesg),8cmesg); 

}/* end call_serverO */ 

timcrO - delays the specified number of non-integral valued 
seconds. 

void timer(float wait_time) 
{ double current_time; 

double elapsed_time; 
unsigned long start,finish; 

/* compared with the desired wait_time */ 
/* difference between begin and end times */ 
/* used by timer functions */ 

current_time = 0; 
elapsed_time = 0; 



start = 0; 
finish = 0; 
start = GTimerO; 
while(current_time < wait_time) 
{ finish = GTimerO; /* stop the timer */ 

elapsed_time = Clks2ms(finish-start)/1000.0;/*calc elapsed seconds */ 
current_o'me = elapsed_time; /* update total elapsed */ 
wgotoxy(idwind, 1,9); 
wprintf(idwind,"elapsed think time = %P',current_time); 

i 
wgotoxy (id wind, 1,10); 
wprintf(idwind,"desired think time = %f; actual think time = yof'.waitjime, current_time); 

}/* end timerQ */ 

* read_station_datO 
* 

void read station datO 
{ 
FILE *fp; /* pointer to a file V 
int retum_status; /* return value from fscanfO */ 

/* 
* if station.dat file exists, then read in its contents 
*/ 
if ((fp = fopen(STATION,Br")) == NULL) 
{ /*enor(0);*/ 

get_station_numO; 
} 
else 
{ retum_status = fscanf(fp,"%d\n",8istation_no); 

fdose(^j); 
if(retum_status 1= 1) 
{ /*error(0); error reading station number */ 

get_station_num 0; 
}/*end inner ifO */ 

}/*end if-else*/ 

/* create name for network use */ 
sprintf(name,AGENTFMT,station_no); 

}/* end read_station_datO*/ 

* get_station_numO - used to obtain station number if file read 
* on fixed disk is unsuccessful. 
* 

void get station_numQ 
{ 
WINDOW *errorwind; /* pointer to window data structure */ 

beepO; 
errorwind = popwind(CYAN,BLACK,10,10,70,13,l,CYAN,RED); 
wcputs(errorwind,"Please enter a station/subject number ->"); 
station_no = wgetint(errorwind); 



if(station_no <= 0) station_no = 1; /* default to 1 */ 
unpop(errorwind); 

}/» end get_station_numO */ 

* check_minutesO - for test timing and data storage 
* 

int check_minutes(void) 
{ 

static int previous_minutes; 
int minutes; 
union REGS inregs, outregs; 

/* setup DOS interupt to obtain system time */ 
inregs.h.ah = 0x2C; 
intdos (&inregs, &outregs); 
minutes = outregs.h.cl; 

/* evaluate if change in no. of minutes */ 
if(minutes 1= previous_minutes) 
{ previous_minutes = minutes; 

elapsed_minutes++; 
if(elapsed minutes >= 1) return TRUE; 

} 
else 

return FALSE; 
}/* end check_minutesQ */ 

* randlO - generate a U(0,1) random variate. 
* Prime modulus multiplicative linear congruential 
* generator: 
* Z[i] = (630360016 * Z[i-1]) (mod(pow(2,31) - 1)). 
* 100 streams are supported, with seeds spaced 100,000 
* apart. 
* 

float randl(int stream) 
{ 

long zi, lowprd, hi31; 

zi = zrng[stream]; 
lowprd = (zi 8c 6SS35) * MULT1; 
hi31 = (zi >> 16) * MULT1 + (lowprd >> 16); 
zi = (Gowprd & 65535) - MODLUS) + 

((hi31 & 32767) << 16) + (hi31 >> 15); 
if (zi < 0) zi += MODLUS; 
lowprd = (zi 8c 65535) * MULT2; 
hi31 = (zi >> 16) * MULT2 + Gowprd >> 16); 
zi = ((lowprd 8c 65535) - MODLUS) + 

((hi31 8c 32767) << 16) + (hi31 >> 15); 
if (zi < 0) zi += MODLUS; 
zrng[stream] = zi; 
return ((zi » 7 | 1) + 1)/ 16777216.0; 

}/* end randlQ */ 



* unifonniO - returns a U(A,B) integer random variate. 
* See Law and Kelton page 101. 
* 

int uniformi(int a.int b,int stream) 
{ 

float u; 

/* Generate a U(0,1) random variate from stream "stream" */ 
u = randl (stream); 
/* Return a U(a,b) random variate */ 
return ((int)(a+u*(b-a+l))); 

>/* end uniformiO V 

/******************************************************************** 

* 

* uniformfO - returns a U(A,B) floating point random variate. 
* See Law and Kelton page 101. 
* 

float uniformf(float a,float b,int stream) 
{ float u; 

/* Generate a U(0,1) random variate from stream "stream" */ 
u = randl (stream); 
/* Return a U(a,b) random variate */ 
return (a+u*(b-a)); 

}/* end uniformfO */ 

* exponO - returns a sample observation from an exponential 
* distribution. See Law and Kelton page 60. 
* 

float expon(float mean,int stream) 
{ 

float u; 

/* Generate a U(0,1) random variate from stream "stream"*/ 
u = randl (stream); 
/* Return an exponential random variate with mean "mean" V 
return -mean*((float)log((double)u)); 

}/* end exponQ */ 
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